Autographs:
Get your friend’s autograph and maybe contact information!

What’s next?

Summer classes are just around the corner! We have a new marathon class starting every week which has the same layout as this program.

Staged Stories will be back in the Fall! Keep your eyes peeled for our Season Announcement on July 1st!

Ages 8-15
Play & Musical Marathon

April 22nd, 2023
Childsplay Campus of Imagination & Wonder
Shrek Tales Cast

Tristian.......................Big Bad Wolf & Magic Mirror
Meena.......................Captain Squirrel & Wicked Witch
Tess.................................Donkey
Sade...............................Fluffy Duckling & Remy
Dafne..............................Fairy Godmother & Galileo
Kaia...............................Jaq & Sugar Plum Fairy
Belinda.............................Lord Fernando
Nico..............................Major Bluejay & Puss N Boots
Wesley..............................Maximilian & Pinocchio
Penny..............................Princess Freya
Kianna..............................Sergeant Bunny & Peter Pan
Mason...............................Shreky
Lila...............................Baby Bear & Lieutenant Bambi
Lennon..............................Thelonius

Order of scenes:

Scene 1: Meet the Fairytale Creatures
Scene 2: Shreky’s Swamp
Scene 3: Freya’s Tower
Scene 4: Lord Fernando’s Lair
Scene 5: Storm the Castley

Shrek Tales is our Spring Show in our “Staged Stories” program. This program exists to give young people an opportunity to work with an already written and established script, unlike most of our programs that focus on devising and writing new material. In this program we focus on learning and applying the fundamentals of performing. It’s a low-stakes performances where students can really just focus on having fun while they are introduced to the process of putting on a staged production. Today you will be seeing them showcasing skills such as: memorizing, projecting, cheating out, choreography, blocking, staying in character, and so much more!

Director: Sam Updegraff
Assistant Director: Alex Frost